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InspirationInspiration



Print Campaign Of The Sonntagszeitung – „The Insight Story“Print Campaign Of The Sonntagszeitung – „The Insight Story“

Greate
visualisation of 
the claim: „The 
insight story“.
Agency: Advico
Young & 
Rubicam 
Creative

Greate
visualisation of 
the claim: „The 
insight story“.
Agency: Advico
Young & 
Rubicam 
Creative

Source: http://www.scaryideas.com/print/9411/

http://www.scaryideas.com/print/9411/
http://www.coloribus.com/paedia/prints/2008/12/03/206188/show/


Nike SportwearsNike Sportwears

This is the 
creative answer 
of Olle
Hemmendorff –
a Swedish artist 
- to a  request to 
interpret a Nike 
Air Max 90. 

This is the 
creative answer 
of Olle
Hemmendorff –
a Swedish artist 
- to a  request to 
interpret a Nike 
Air Max 90. 

Source: http://vice.typepad.com/vice_magazine/2008/08/stockholm-1912.html

http://vice.typepad.com/vice_magazine/2008/08/stockholm-1912.html


Ambient Campaign: McDonald‘s And Coca ColaAmbient Campaign: McDonald‘s And Coca Cola

The idea behind this ambient campaign of 
McDonald‘s and Coca Cola in Sweden is:  
Those people who drink Coke Classic should 
use the stairs, those who drink Coke light can 
take the escalator. 
Advertising Agency: DDB, Stockholm, 
Sweden

The idea behind this ambient campaign of 
McDonald‘s and Coca Cola in Sweden is:  
Those people who drink Coke Classic should 
use the stairs, those who drink Coke light can 
take the escalator. 
Advertising Agency: DDB, Stockholm, 
Sweden

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/mcd_bestuse_cokesteps.jpg

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/mcd_bestuse_cokesteps.jpg


Ambient Campaign Sony Playstation PSP: Fake BoardsAmbient Campaign Sony Playstation PSP: Fake Boards

Concept 
developed by 
Skido, France.

Concept 
developed by 
Skido, France.

Source: http://www.fubiz.net/blog/index.php?2008/11/18/2409-playstation-psp-fake-boards

http://www.fubiz.net/blog/index.php?2008/11/18/2409-playstation-psp-fake-boards


PSP Playstation Instead Of HandcuffsPSP Playstation Instead Of Handcuffs

Another 
realization of 
advertising for 
the Sony PSP 
Playstation from 
Spain: Instead of 
handcuffs the 
police uses the 
PSP Playstation. 
Agency: 
TBWA\ESPANA, 
Madrid, Spain

Another 
realization of 
advertising for 
the Sony PSP 
Playstation from 
Spain: Instead of 
handcuffs the 
police uses the 
PSP Playstation. 
Agency: 
TBWA\ESPANA, 
Madrid, Spain

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/sony_esposado.jpg

http://www.tbwa.com/
http://www.tbwa.com/
http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/sony_esposado.jpg


Handpainted iPod BillboardHandpainted iPod Billboard

A mural ad for the nano iPod. A mural ad for the nano iPod. 

Source: http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Apple-Painting-iPods

http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Apple-Painting-iPods


Ambient Campaign For BBC: You can’t bury a powerful question.Ambient Campaign For BBC: You can’t bury a powerful question.

To demonstrate
their tough-
minded
journalism,  BBC 
World News 
realized this
impressive
ambient 
campaign in 
Berlin (main
station). 
Additionally 
pedestrian could 
load two 30 sec 
tv commercials 
of BBC World 
News via 
bluetooth on 
their mobile 
phone.

To demonstrate
their tough-
minded
journalism,  BBC 
World News 
realized this
impressive
ambient 
campaign in 
Berlin (main
station). 
Additionally 
pedestrian could 
load two 30 sec 
tv commercials 
of BBC World 
News via 
bluetooth on 
their mobile 
phone.

Source: http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/BBC-World-news-You-can%E2%80%99t-bury-a-powerful-question

http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/BBC-World-news-You-can%E2%80%99t-bury-a-powerful-question


Print Campaign: Bad Breath Is UnforgivingPrint Campaign: Bad Breath Is Unforgiving

In a catholic 
country such as 
Puerto Rico bad 
breath can be a 
sin. 
Advertising 
Agency: BBDO, 
Puerto Rico

In a catholic 
country such as 
Puerto Rico bad 
breath can be a 
sin. 
Advertising 
Agency: BBDO, 
Puerto Rico

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/actbad.jpg

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/actbad.jpg


Print Campaign: Fashion OutletPrint Campaign: Fashion Outlet

Advertising for a 
fashion outlet in 
Zurich. Claim: 
New in the 
Swiss 
countryside. 
Fashion outlet.

Advertising 
Agency: Ruf
Lanz
Werbeagentur, 
Zurich, 
Switzerland

Advertising for a 
fashion outlet in 
Zurich. Claim: 
New in the 
Swiss 
countryside. 
Fashion outlet.

Advertising 
Agency: Ruf
Lanz
Werbeagentur, 
Zurich, 
Switzerland

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/fashionoutlet_farmerswife.jpg

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/fashionoutlet_farmerswife.jpg


Guerilla Marketing Campaign: Mini Cabrio – „Always Open“Guerilla Marketing Campaign: Mini Cabrio – „Always Open“

BMW is launching a campaign for the Mini 
Cabrio. The campaign enclosures several 
short TV-commercials,  print ads,  guerilla 
marketing activities and a special on the 
website. They uses the technology of 
Augmented reality . It deals with the 
combination of real-world and computer-
generated data (virtual reality), where 
computer graphics objects are blended into 
real footage in real time.
The print ads give the instruction how to see 
the new model. On the website 
mini.de/webcam the reader have to hold the 
print in front of his web cam and due to the 
augmented reality technology the new model 
of the mini cabrio appears on the screen. 

BMW is launching a campaign for the Mini 
Cabrio. The campaign enclosures several 
short TV-commercials,  print ads,  guerilla 
marketing activities and a special on the 
website. They uses the technology of 
Augmented reality . It deals with the 
combination of real-world and computer-
generated data (virtual reality), where 
computer graphics objects are blended into 
real footage in real time.
The print ads give the instruction how to see 
the new model. On the website 
mini.de/webcam the reader have to hold the 
print in front of his web cam and due to the 
augmented reality technology the new model 
of the mini cabrio appears on the screen. 

Source: http://www.guerilla-marketer.com/?p=54

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_reality
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_reality
http://www.mini.de/de/de/webcam/index.jsp
http://www.mini.de/de/de/webcam/index.jsp
http://www.guerilla-marketer.com/?p=54


Carlsberg: A Billboard Made Of BottlesCarlsberg: A Billboard Made Of Bottles

Source: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_XJseql2u5l0/R87m8D_-DgI/AAAAAAAACAs/ZTblPTYrEZk/s1600-h/carlsberg_billboard.jpg

Agency: Duval Guillaume, Antwerp

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/_XJseql2u5l0/R87m8D_-DgI/AAAAAAAACAs/ZTblPTYrEZk/s1600-h/carlsberg_billboard.jpg


Print And OutdoorPrint And Outdoor

Scholz & 
Friends, 
Hamburg, 
developed this 
campaign for the 
online tour 
operator queer-
travel.de.
They offers 
journeys for 
gays and 
lesbian. Under 
these premise,   
that motive gets 
a special 
meaning. 

Scholz & 
Friends, 
Hamburg, 
developed this 
campaign for the 
online tour 
operator queer-
travel.de.
They offers 
journeys for 
gays and 
lesbian. Under 
these premise,   
that motive gets 
a special 
meaning. 

Source: http://www.scaryideas.com/print/9383/

http://www.scaryideas.com/print/9383/


Ambient Campaign For A Anti–Hair-Splitting ShampooAmbient Campaign For A Anti–Hair-Splitting Shampoo

To illustrate splitting hair this outdoor 
campaign was developed for the shampoo 
Pantene Pro V. Claim:   “Stops Split Ends”.

To illustrate splitting hair this outdoor 
campaign was developed for the shampoo 
Pantene Pro V. Claim:   “Stops Split Ends”.

Source: http://comunicadores.info/2008/11/27/pantene-pro-v-stops-split-ends/

http://comunicadores.info/2008/11/27/pantene-pro-v-stops-split-ends/


Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007

There is an exhibition in Vienna which shows 
the best billboards of 2007. In Summertime 
the exhibition was in Essen. 
The jury elected 67 billboards from Germany, 
24 from Switzerland and nine from Austria. 
Here some examples: 

Title: Integration 
Designer: Noah Bonsma/Michael 
Flueckiger/Sabrina Tiller
Initiator: Hochschule der Kuenste Bern 

There is an exhibition in Vienna which shows 
the best billboards of 2007. In Summertime 
the exhibition was in Essen. 
The jury elected 67 billboards from Germany, 
24 from Switzerland and nine from Austria. 
Here some examples: 

Title: Integration 
Designer: Noah Bonsma/Michael 
Flueckiger/Sabrina Tiller
Initiator: Hochschule der Kuenste Bern 

Source: http://diepresse.com/home/kultur/kunst/430878/index.do?gal=430878&index=14&direct=434693&_vl_
backlink=/home/kultur/kunst/434693/index.do&popup=



Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And  Vienna: Best Billboards 2007Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And  Vienna: Best Billboards 2007

Title: Human rights and children
Incomplete
Designer: 
Fabienne Angehrn, CH Luzern

Project order of the professional course  F 
Grafik/BMS, Hochschule Luzern – Design & 
Kunst, Leitung: Urs Strähl, Betreuung: Philipp 
Clemenz

Initiator:
Internationales Menschenrechtsforum Luzern 
(IHRF)

Title: Human rights and children
Incomplete
Designer: 
Fabienne Angehrn, CH Luzern

Project order of the professional course  F 
Grafik/BMS, Hochschule Luzern – Design & 
Kunst, Leitung: Urs Strähl, Betreuung: Philipp 
Clemenz

Initiator:
Internationales Menschenrechtsforum Luzern 
(IHRF)

Source: http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_08.htm

http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_08.htm


Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007

Title:
Image

Designer: 
din jank, D 
München
Ralph Jank, in 
cooperation with
Doris Weber, 
Fritz Beck 
(photograph).

Initiator: 
Deutsches
Nationaltheater
Weimar

Title:
Image

Designer: 
din jank, D 
München
Ralph Jank, in 
cooperation with
Doris Weber, 
Fritz Beck 
(photograph).

Initiator: 
Deutsches
Nationaltheater
Weimar

Source: http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_35.htm

http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_35.htm


Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007

Title:
Garnier History 
Kampagne

Designer:
Publicis Group 
Austria GmbH,
A Vienna

Title:
Garnier History 
Kampagne

Designer:
Publicis Group 
Austria GmbH,
A Vienna

Soruce: http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_75.htm

http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_75.htm


Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007

Title:
Pyrrhus Hilton

Designer: Atelier Poisson, CH Lausanne
Giorgio Pesce

Initiator: Théâtre Arsenic, Lausanne

Title:
Pyrrhus Hilton

Designer: Atelier Poisson, CH Lausanne
Giorgio Pesce

Initiator: Théâtre Arsenic, Lausanne

Source: http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_14.htm

http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_14.htm


Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007Billboard-Exhibition In Essen And Vienna: Best Billboards 2007

Title:
Koerner street  festival

Designer: 
KENNZEICHEN b, Agentur für 
Markenkommunikation,
D Cologne Dennis Bassfeld (concept and 
design ), Jan-Marc Kutscher (picture idea) in 
cooperatioin with
Dirk Moll (photograph).

Initiator: koernerstrasse.org, cologne

Title:
Koerner street  festival

Designer: 
KENNZEICHEN b, Agentur für 
Markenkommunikation,
D Cologne Dennis Bassfeld (concept and 
design ), Jan-Marc Kutscher (picture idea) in 
cooperatioin with
Dirk Moll (photograph).

Initiator: koernerstrasse.org, cologne

Source: http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_62.htm

http://www.100-beste-plakate.de/2007/pages/07_62.htm


Scrabble CampaignScrabble Campaign

For the well known board game Scrabble JWT, 
Santiago, Chile came up with this very simple 
but extremely effective campaign. 

For the well known board game Scrabble JWT, 
Santiago, Chile came up with this very simple 
but extremely effective campaign. 

Source: http://66.196.80.202/babelfish/translate_url_content?.intl=fr&lp=fr_en&trurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.fubiz.net%2fblog%2findex.php
%3f2008%2f11%2f27%2f2441-scrabble-campaign

http://66.196.80.202/babelfish/translate_url_content?.intl=fr&lp=fr_en&trurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.fubiz.net%2fblog%2findex.php%3f2008%2f11%2f27%2f2441-scrabble-campaign


Ambient Campaign For Conservation Of Natural ResourcesAmbient Campaign For Conservation Of Natural Resources

To get attention 
on the 
endangered 
environment of 
the  of wildlife,  
the ambient 
campaign 
„displaced 
animals“ was 
developed. Aim 
was to show 
what could 
happened when 
wildlife have no 
natural 
environment 
anymore.

Agency: Dentsu
Philippines. 

To get attention 
on the 
endangered 
environment of 
the  of wildlife,  
the ambient 
campaign 
„displaced 
animals“ was 
developed. Aim 
was to show 
what could 
happened when 
wildlife have no 
natural 
environment 
anymore.

Agency: Dentsu
Philippines. 

Source: http://commercial-archive.com/node/146347

http://commercial-archive.com/node/146347
http://commercial-archive.com/d138bfd7bb6f0663dcc71c6b82557c00/2008/octjpgs/Haribon.jpg


Motion Poster For A MovieMotion Poster For A Movie

For the movie Terminator 4 (release June 
2008)  - Salvation,  an interactive poster was 
developed. Please click the poster on the 
right side.  

For the movie Terminator 4 (release June 
2008)  - Salvation,  an interactive poster was 
developed. Please click the poster on the 
right side.  

Source: http://66.196.80.202/babelfish/translate_url_content?.intl=fr&lp=fr
en&trurl=http%3a%2f%2fwww.fubiz.net%2fblog%2findex.php%3f2008%2f11%2f24%2f2437-interactive-posters

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Igoa-aW5HC0


Ikea Outdoor And Print CampaignIkea Outdoor And Print Campaign

Claim: Decorate for the holidays. 
Advertising Agency: Zig, Toronto, Canada
Claim: Decorate for the holidays. 
Advertising Agency: Zig, Toronto, Canada

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/ikea_hope.jpg

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/ikea_hope.jpg
http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/ikea_joy.jpg


Ambient Campaign For Road SafetyAmbient Campaign For Road Safety

Named this eerily ambient campaign is 
„Haunting Girl“. Claim: The Kids you kill never 
leave you.  Aim of this campaign is to get 
people to slow down speed around schools. 
They placed a cardboard figure from a little 
girl throughout the Rodney District . People 
should think about it, what could happened,  
if they would kill a kid by accident: The 
Agency: Colenso BBDO ( Auckland ) 

Named this eerily ambient campaign is 
„Haunting Girl“. Claim: The Kids you kill never 
leave you.  Aim of this campaign is to get 
people to slow down speed around schools. 
They placed a cardboard figure from a little 
girl throughout the Rodney District . People 
should think about it, what could happened,  
if they would kill a kid by accident: The 
Agency: Colenso BBDO ( Auckland ) 

Source: http://www.dailymotion.com/video/k3F7MYkJaivruIPJvR

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/k3F7MYkJaivruIPJvR


UNICEF ChinaUNICEF China

Headline of this 
UNICEF 
Campaign: Don‘t  
ignore me. 
China has over 
1,5 million 
underprivileged 
children.  

Agency: Ogilvy 
& Mather, 
Shanghai, China 

Headline of this 
UNICEF 
Campaign: Don‘t  
ignore me. 
China has over 
1,5 million 
underprivileged 
children.  

Agency: Ogilvy 
& Mather, 
Shanghai, China 

Source: http://adtention.wordpress.com/2008/07/08/unicef-dont-ignore-me/

http://adtention.wordpress.com/2008/07/08/unicef-dont-ignore-me/


LeBron James „Chalk“ Commercial For Nike ZoomLeBron James „Chalk“ Commercial For Nike Zoom

Nike  set 
baseball star 
James Lebron in 
motion in the 
video „Chalk“ to 
promote Nike 
Zoom Baseball 
Shoes. 

Nike  set 
baseball star 
James Lebron in 
motion in the 
video „Chalk“ to 
promote Nike 
Zoom Baseball 
Shoes. 

Source: http://www.nike.com/nikeos/p/nikebasketball/en_US/

http://www.nike.com/nikeos/p/nikebasketball/en_US/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9SiQKxja79M


IKEA Long Live Diversity Poster CampaignIKEA Long Live Diversity Poster Campaign

The idea to 
visualize a photo 
with little product 
items in not new 
but nicely 
executed in the 
new IKEA 
Campaign in 
Sweden. As 
clother you are to 
the poster.

Agency: Forsman
&
Bodenors

The idea to 
visualize a photo 
with little product 
items in not new 
but nicely 
executed in the 
new IKEA 
Campaign in 
Sweden. As 
clother you are to 
the poster.

Agency: Forsman
&
Bodenors

Source: http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2008/ikea-long-live-diversity/

http://theinspirationroom.com/daily/2008/ikea-long-live-diversity/
http://www.coloribus.com/paedia/prints/2008/11/25/206111/show/


Melting Men For Environmental AwarenessMelting Men For Environmental Awareness

The Red Cross Argentina  dramatized the 
consequences of the  global warming in a 
way that pedestrian who normally  refuses to 
take pamphlets from a promoter could not 
ignore the melting man on the sidewalk.
Developed by Leo Burnett Argentina.

The Red Cross Argentina  dramatized the 
consequences of the  global warming in a 
way that pedestrian who normally  refuses to 
take pamphlets from a promoter could not 
ignore the melting man on the sidewalk.
Developed by Leo Burnett Argentina.

Source: http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Red-Cross-Argentina-Melting-man

http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Red-Cross-Argentina-Melting-man
http://www.blissblog.de/sites/default/files/images/red_cross_1.jpg


Bag-DesignBag-Design

Here some 
ideas to 
design a paper 
bag.

Here some 
ideas to 
design a paper 
bag.

Source: http://www.cherryflava.com/photos/uncategorized/2008/11/06/warwickbag.jpg and http://warwickwine.blogspot.com/2008_11_01_archive.html

http://www.cherryflava.com/photos/uncategorized/2008/11/06/warwickbag.jpg
http://warwickwine.blogspot.com/2008_11_01_archive.html
http://www.cherryflava.com/photos/uncategorized/2008/10/15/shumenskobeer1.jpg
http://www.cherryflava.com/photos/uncategorized/2008/10/15/shumenskobeer2.jpg


House Art: House Of Falling FurnitureHouse Art: House Of Falling Furniture

The artist Brain 
Goggin
installed this 
multi-
disciplinary 
sculptural on 
the corner of 6th

and Howard St. 
in San 
Francisco with 
the help over 
100 volunteers.  
The name of 
this „art house“
is  
DEFENESTRA
TION, a word 
literally 
meaning "to 
throw out of a 
window“. 

The artist Brain 
Goggin
installed this 
multi-
disciplinary 
sculptural on 
the corner of 6th

and Howard St. 
in San 
Francisco with 
the help over 
100 volunteers.  
The name of 
this „art house“
is  
DEFENESTRA
TION, a word 
literally 
meaning "to 
throw out of a 
window“. 

Source: http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/3272/san-franciscos-house-of-falling-furniture.html

http://www.designboom.com/weblog/cat/9/view/3272/san-franciscos-house-of-falling-furniture.html


Poster Campaign „Buying Is Killing“Poster Campaign „Buying Is Killing“

JWT Shanghai’s WildAid posters campaign 
“Buying is killing” -Campaign accuses the  
illegal wildlife trade. The shattered glass with a 
bullet hole dramatized which destruction are 
supported when you buy products made out of 
wildlife.

JWT Shanghai’s WildAid posters campaign 
“Buying is killing” -Campaign accuses the  
illegal wildlife trade. The shattered glass with a 
bullet hole dramatized which destruction are 
supported when you buy products made out of 
wildlife.

Source: http://commercial-archive.com/node/146344

http://commercial-archive.com/node/146344


Guerrilla Campaign To Promote A TV ShowGuerrilla Campaign To Promote A TV Show

To promote the 
broadcast of 
the new season 
of the TV3 
show Prison 
Break, the 
Agency 
Colenso BBDO, 
Auckland  have 
sent out  cakes 
with a baked in 
file - with the 
line ‘Prison 
Break returns 
19th Nov TV3’

To promote the 
broadcast of 
the new season 
of the TV3 
show Prison 
Break, the 
Agency 
Colenso BBDO, 
Auckland  have 
sent out  cakes 
with a baked in 
file - with the 
line ‘Prison 
Break returns 
19th Nov TV3’

Source: http://commercial-archive.com/Printads

http://commercial-archive.com/Printads
http://commercial-archive.com/d138bfd7bb6f0663dcc71c6b82557c00/2008/novjpgs/Prison_Break.jpg
http://commercial-archive.com/d138bfd7bb6f0663dcc71c6b82557c00/2008/novjpgs/Prison_Break.jpg


IKEA Furniture Austria: The XXS Room MailingIKEA Furniture Austria: The XXS Room Mailing

With this mailing campaign for IKEA Austria, 
DDB Berlin won at the London International 
Awards 2008 Non-Traditional Media Silver . 

With this mailing campaign for IKEA Austria, 
DDB Berlin won at the London International 
Awards 2008 Non-Traditional Media Silver . 

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/11/ikea-the-xxs-room-mailing/

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/2008/11/ikea-the-xxs-room-mailing/
http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/ikeaxxsrooma2.jpg


Print Campaign By Eurostar: It‘s Summertime In LondonPrint Campaign By Eurostar: It‘s Summertime In London

Eurostar is a high speed train. To advertise 
the route Paris – London this print campaign 
was aired. Claim:  It`s summertime in 
London. 

Advertising Agency: leg., Paris, France
Chief Creative Officer: Gabriel Gaultier
Creative Director: Gabriel Gaultier

Eurostar is a high speed train. To advertise 
the route Paris – London this print campaign 
was aired. Claim:  It`s summertime in 
London. 

Advertising Agency: leg., Paris, France
Chief Creative Officer: Gabriel Gaultier
Creative Director: Gabriel Gaultier

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/eurostarbarber.jpg

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/eurostarbarber.jpg


McDonald‘s New ZealandMcDonald‘s New Zealand

Source: http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/mcyawn.jpg

Agency: DDB New Zealand

http://www.ibelieveinadv.com/commons/mcyawn.jpg


Art: Photo IllustrationArt: Photo Illustration

The artist Aaron Goodman from NY created 
this art work.  
The artist Aaron Goodman from NY created 
this art work.  

Source: http://www.ignant.de/category/gestaltung/page/2/

http://www.aarongoodmanphotography.com/
http://www.aarongoodmanphotography.com/
http://www.ignant.de/category/gestaltung/page/2/


The National Gallery Grand Tour Poster Advertising CampaignThe National Gallery Grand Tour Poster Advertising Campaign

In June 2008 
the streets of 
London turned 
into a Gallery -
as around 30 
full size 
recreations of 
paintings are 
hung on the 
walls, in the 
most 
unexpected and 
unusual of 
places.

Agency:  The 
Partners

In June 2008 
the streets of 
London turned 
into a Gallery -
as around 30 
full size 
recreations of 
paintings are 
hung on the 
walls, in the 
most 
unexpected and 
unusual of 
places.

Agency:  The 
Partners

Source: http://londondailyphoto.blogspot.com/2007/06/national-gallery-grand-tour.html

http://londondailyphoto.blogspot.com/2007/06/national-gallery-grand-tour.html
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Adobe Photoshop CS4: As Real As It GetsAdobe Photoshop CS4: As Real As It Gets

Brand: 
Software-
asli.com
software 
reseller
Advertising 
Agency : 
Bates141, 
Jakarta, 
Indonesia
Creative 
director : 
Hendra
lesmono
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Ambient Campaign: Viagra In Parking GarageAmbient Campaign: Viagra In Parking Garage

Let‘s see what 
Pfizer can do 
for your love-
life. Please 
insert the 
ticket.”
Agency: FCB 
Kobza
Werbeagentur
Client: Pfizer 
Corporation 
Austria
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Source: http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Pfizer-Viagra-in-parking-garage

http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Pfizer-Viagra-in-parking-garage
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Nike Mercurial Vapor IV Berry Football Boots - Limited EditionNike Mercurial Vapor IV Berry Football Boots - Limited Edition

Nike released 
in November 
the  Mercurial 
Vapor football 
boots in the 
limited edition: 
The shoes  are 
pink ! Really 
pink. 
In the 
commercial 
Pink Panther  
Franck Ribery
shows us the 
pink side of 
soccer!
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3D (!) -Poster Campaign For Floralp Butter3D (!) -Poster Campaign For Floralp Butter

Spillmann/Felse
r/Leo Burnett, 
Switzerland 
won the EPICA 
BRONZE 2008 
with the 3D 
billboard  
campaign for 
their client  
SwissMilk.
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Source: http://fav.or.it/post/832357/smp-psl-swiss-milk-producers-slice

http://fav.or.it/post/832357/smp-psl-swiss-milk-producers-slice


Print Campaign: Price Down Taken LiterallyPrint Campaign: Price Down Taken Literally

The French 
government 
railway 
company SNCF 
visualizes it‘s 
price reduction 
with this print 
campaign.

Agency: 
TBWA, Paris
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Source: http://www.advertnews.com/sncf-price-down/
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Ambient Campaign: Be On The Cover On A MagazineAmbient Campaign: Be On The Cover On A Magazine

To promote the new fashion internet portal 
menstyle.es ,  a prepared mirrors like a title 
page of a magazine were distributed in 
fashion shops in Barcelona and Madrid. 
Everybody could have  the illusion to be a 
cover star!  
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Source: http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Menstylees-Mirror

http://www.blissblog.de/artikel/Menstylees-Mirror
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5k_XD0VhRA8


“Workers are not tools” Campaign Against Injustice“Workers are not tools” Campaign Against Injustice

11.11.11.  is an 
organization 
which fights for a 
fairer world 
without poverty. 
They focuses 
every year on 
one specific 
campaign issue. 
The actual 
campaign from 
Belgium 
“Workers are not 
tools” is against 
decent work. It 
includes a 
website, video 
and radio PSAs.
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Source: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kyM2ZyZFppk&eurl=http

http://www.11.be/11/index.php?option=com_content&task=category&sectionid=8015&id=8150&Itemid=112
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Drastic Anti-Drink-Driving CampaignDrastic Anti-Drink-Driving Campaign

The Australian agency JAM intended to 
communicate with this drastic anti-drink-driving 
campaign: „Don’t drink and drive this festive 
season”. They attached papier-mâché wheels at 
the chairs of  Adelaide‘s busiest restaurant in a 
way that it looks like a wheelchair to show the 
possible consequences when you drive drunk. 

The Australian agency JAM intended to 
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Source: http://www.bestadsontv.com/outdoor_details.php?id=18023#mouse%20run
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Print Campaign For Kid-ClothesPrint Campaign For Kid-Clothes

The claim –
developed by 
the German 
Agency 
RitterSlagmap-
is a nice 
wordplay in 
German:  „Kids 
do what suits 
them best. So 
we do.
BeeBee. 
Handmade 
baby clothes.“
Agency: 
RitterSlagman, 
Hamburg, 
Germany
November 2008
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Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/beebee_kids_2
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Strange Promotion GadgetStrange Promotion Gadget

CNK Promotion developed an USB Stick 
which can be filled with liquid, for example 
with beer as you can see on the right side.
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Source: http://www.gamestar.de/hardware/news/vermischtes/1949830/kurioses.html

http://www.gamestar.de/hardware/news/vermischtes/1949830/kurioses.html


Print Campaign CWSPrint Campaign CWS

CWS is a specialist for washroom hygiene. 
The Agency Jung von Matt, Hamburg 
developed for  CWS a colorful B-to-B print 
campaign targeting facility-managers 
introducing the new product-line 
"ParadiseLine with design you can 
customize". 
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http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/cws_green
http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/cws_pink?size=_original
http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/cws_purple?size=_original


Print Campaign For GPSPrint Campaign For GPS

An interesting 
print for the 
GPS of Nokia. 
Claim: The 
easier way. 
maps.nokia.co
m.cn
Art Director / 
Illustrator: 
jinyang
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InsightsInsights



Consumers Bored Of  Celebrity AdsConsumers Bored Of  Celebrity Ads

Precision Marketing reports this month that a 
study proofs that consumers in UK are bored 
of celebrity ads and think they should be 
dropped during the finance crisis. 

The study was conducted from G2 Data 
Dynamics.  Further results:

• 37 per cent of people believe companies 
should take money out of expensive celebrity 
endorsements during the credit crunch and 
plough it into more effective forms of 
marketing.
• Consumers are less attracted to a brand by 
a TV ad campaign, with more preferring to 
find out about brands through websites and 
email marketing.
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Source; http://www.precisionmarketing.co.uk/Articles/258161/Consumers+bored+of+celebrity+ads.html

http://www.precisionmarketing.co.uk/Articles/258161/Consumers+bored+of+celebrity+ads.html
http://www.g2dd.co.uk/mutual_marketing.htm


Insight I To Blogs: Blogs Influences The Purchasing DecisionInsight I To Blogs: Blogs Influences The Purchasing Decision

Each second blogger declares that blogs 
are source of information for purchases 
according to an e-marketer study. 

More results are: 
•Few consumers buy there, but blogs 
still influence purchases.
•One-half of US blog readers surveyed 
thought blogs were useful for getting 
information about purchases, according to a 
BuzzLogic-sponsored study conducted by 
JupiterResearch. 
•More than one-half of respondents who 
had trusted blogs for purchase decisions in 
the past said the information they found on 
blogs helped determine when they decided 
to make a purchase. 
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http://www.buzzlogic.com/
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Insight II To Corporate Blogging: People Don‘t Trust Company BlogsInsight II To Corporate Blogging: People Don‘t Trust Company Blogs

Read full article : http://blogs.forrester.com/groundswell/2008/12/index.html

Only 16 % of online 
consumers who 
read corporate 
blogs claim that 
they believe in 
them. (Due to a 
survey from Q2 
2008 conducted by 
Forrester) 

Only 16 % of online 
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Consumer Take Control Of Lifestyles OnlineConsumer Take Control Of Lifestyles Online

The European Interactive Advertising 
Association (EIAA) released the Mediascope
2008.
Key Findings For Europe are: 
• 178 million Europeans are online each 
week.
•55%  of internet users online everyday
•Time online by 25-34’s is driving digital 
growth in 2008 
• Online research influences brand decisions 
for 41%·
•Almost half (49%) of all broadband users are 
now wireless

The European Interactive Advertising 
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Key Findings For Europe are: 
• 178 million Europeans are online each 
week.
•55%  of internet users online everyday
•Time online by 25-34’s is driving digital 
growth in 2008 
• Online research influences brand decisions 
for 41%·
•Almost half (49%) of all broadband users are 
now wireless

Source: http://eiaa.net/news/eiaa-articles-details.asp?lang=1&id=181

Keep in touch with friends / relatives 73%

Book holidays / travel arrangements 54%

Choose better products or services 51%

Manage finances 46%

Access health information 42%

Access local government information 39%

Keep up to date with environmental issues 35%

Better equip yourself for lifestyle changes 19%

Give to charity 14%

Engage with government or political parties 12%

Europeans using the internet for lifestyle management 83%[1]

Top 10 Activities People Do More because of the
Internet 

http://eiaa.net/news/eiaa-articles-details.asp?lang=1&id=181


Displays Beat Price CutsDisplays Beat Price Cuts

The shopper-Agency Ogilvy Action 
conducted a research with more than 6,000 
shoppers across multiple channels in the 
U.S. in spring 2008 which indicates that  in-
store-displays are much more effective than 
price discounting. Displays achieved even  
twice the number of impulse purchases as 
price reductions. 
In deail the study found out: 
• 29% of U.S. shoppers impulsively buy from 
categories they didn't plan to when they 
entered the store. 
• Of that group, 24% said they were 
influenced by secondary displays            
(away from the product's usual aisle)
• 18% by in-store demonstrations
• Only 17% by price promotion
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Source: http://www.absatzwirtschaft.de/Content/Communication/News/
_pv/_p/1003214/_t/ft/_b/66088/default.aspx/werbeplakate-in-geschaeften-sind-wirksamer-als-discountpreise.html



Private Label Considered As Equal As Name BrandsPrivate Label Considered As Equal As Name Brands

Brandweek reports that Nielsen found out in  a 
online surveys, that consumer deemed private 
label equal to name brands: 

• 72% of respondents claimed that private label 
brands as equivalent to name brands, while 
62% rated store brands were just as good as 
name brands
Additionally findings: 
• Private label accounted for $81 billion in U.S. 
sales this year, up 10.2% from the previous 
year.
• Sixty-three percent of consumers believe 
private label's brand quality is just as good as 
name brand quality, while 33% of respondents 
said they consider store brands to be of higher 
quality than name brands.
•Sixteen percent, however, said store brands 
aren't comparable in quality to name brands, 
and the packaging is "cheap-looking"
• Price and value are the primary drivers for 
growth, with 74% of consumers expressing 
price as the key purchase factor. 
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X-Mas Online Shopper Buys Online Because Of ConvienenceX-Mas Online Shopper Buys Online Because Of Convienence

Pressrelease from November 19, 2008  of 
Nielsen Online:  

„Consumers will continue to shift their gift 
buying online this holiday season, citing
convenience, time saving and price among 
the primary reasons for shopping on the 
Web. With the current economic downturn, 
there is an increased focus on price this year, 
with 53 percent of consumers citing price as 
a reason to buy online, compared with 46 
percent last year. Interestingly,
though, consumers continue to trump 
convenience more than price as the primary 
value of the channel, with 76 percent of 
consumers citing the ability to shop 24 hours 
a day and 74 percent citing time saving for 
why they shop online.“
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Source: http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/wp-content/uploads/2008/11/nielsenonline_holidayshoppingnov2008.pdf

http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/wp-content/uploads/2008/11/nielsenonline_holidayshoppingnov2008.pdf


Consumers Opening Fewer E-MailsConsumers Opening Fewer E-Mails

According to a study by MailerMailer fewer 
consumers worldwide are opening marketing 
e-mails, 
• The average marketing e-mail open rate 
decreased to 13.20% in the first half of 2008, 
compared with 16.11% in the first half of 
2007. 
• Click rates also fell, from 3.18% in the first 
half of 2007 to 2.73% in the first half of this 
year. 
• Shorter subject lines performed better than 
longer ones. Subject lines of less than 35 
characters yielded an average open rate of 
19.6% and a 3.1% average click rate. E-mails 
with subject lines of 35 or more characters 
drew average open rates of 14.8% and 
average click rates of 1.9%. 
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IBM: New Media May Be Affecting ‘Couch-Potato Behavior'IBM: New Media May Be Affecting ‘Couch-Potato Behavior'

A new study by IBM confirms that online video is 
cannibalizing television consumption.  An 
additional insight is, that obviously the online 
viewers give not to much attention to 
commercials.
Main results: 
•76% have viewed video online and 45% do so 
regularly. 
•Of those who have watched online video, 15% 
claim that  therefore they watch "slightly less" TV, 
while 36% said they watch "significantly less" TV.
• 70% of online-watcher favor the ad-supported 
model over consumer-paid models. They specify, 
though, that they prefer watching a commercial 
before or after an uninterrupted online video, and 
they are not very interessted in  product 
placement.
This consumer study is a component of the 
upcoming report "Beyond Advertising: Fact or 
Fiction" by IBM Institute for Business Value, a 
group within IBM comprising consultants around 
the world who conduct research and analysis in 
17 industries and across five functional 
disciplines. 
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Source: http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/hr/content_display/technology/news/e3i7c31f644b1ae0cdc2ced865dc4097f6d

http://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/gbs/bus/html/bcs_whatwethink.html
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Promotional Give-Aways More Effective Than AdsPromotional Give-Aways More Effective Than Ads

A new study released this month by the 
Advertising Specialty Institute found out  that the 
good old promotion give-aways gets more 
consumers‘attention than TV, print or radio . 

The institue concludes futhermore that 
promotional products generate a cost-per-
impression average of $0.004, compared to 
$.033 for magazine ads or $0.019 for prime time 
TV ads.
84 %  remembered an advertiser based on a 
product they received.
• 42 %  had a more favorable impression of an 
advertiser after receiving a promotional product.
• 24 %  indicated they are more likely to do 
business with an advertiser based on items they 
receive. 
• Writing instruments are the most commonly 
owned tchotchkes, with 54 percent of 
respondents owning them, followed by shirts, 
caps and bags.
• Most (81 percent) promotional products were 
kept because they were considered useful.
• Bags deliver the most impressions, with 1,038 
impressions per month on average.
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Couponing In The Digital AgeCouponing In The Digital Age

According to the latest Nielsen’s “Consumer 
Insight” online newslette, Coupons are 
already well-established as a promotional 
vehicle in the U.S., with coupon-clipping 
Americans comprising 86% of households 
and driving 89% of all-outlet dollar sales
Nielsen, outlines what today's coupon 
shopper can expect as new technologies 
revolutionize couponing methods and media:
1.Reduced reliance on paper-based feature 
and coupon circulation.
2. Electronic or store entrance coupon 
delivery.
3. Smart appliances provide in-store 
shopping assistance
4. Stores offering engagement and 
entertainment opportunities.
5. One-to-one personalized promotions
6. Integrated strategic promotional planning.

.
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Read full article: http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/consumer/couponing-in-the-digital-age/#more-5124

http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/consumer/couponing-in-the-digital-age/#more-5124
http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/wp-content/uploads/2008/12/discount_coupons.jpg
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Consumer Trends for 2009: Traenwatching.com‘s Trend BriefingConsumer Trends for 2009: Traenwatching.com‘s Trend Briefing

Trendwatching.com has identified 6 
consumer trends for the next year. 
1. „Nichetributes“ : Low-cost, practical 
tributes to the zeitgeist .
2. „ Luxyoury“: In 2009, you define what 
constiutes luxury.
3. „Feedback 3.0“:  Think we‘re reached full 
trnaspaency ? 
4. „Econierge“: Savings are the new green
5. „Mapmania“: Why mpas are the new 
interface
6. Happy Ending“: The silver lining of each 
downturn

To read the complete Trendbriefing please go 
to http://www.trendwatching.com/briefing/
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Offline-TrendOffline-Trend

The Frankfurter Rundschau has released an 
article about a new trend: The tendency to 
the digital weariness. According to the 
futurologist Matthias Horx  the enthusiasm for 
the Internet is decreasing as more and more 
people realizes that the virtual world of the 
internet can replace the real world only 
conditionally . 
For example the number of companies which 
establish a "free e-mail-day"  is growing. 
Due to the Frankfurter Rundschau
approximately 2.6 million humans called itself 
according to studies already as " Ex-Onliner":
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Source: http://www.fr-online.de/in_und_ausland/panorama/?em_cnt=1636670&
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Customized Fashion Advice From You MobileCustomized Fashion Advice From You Mobile

www.cscoutjapan.com discribes the new 
service of  the Japanese mobile website Kao 
Cheki (face check) where users can send their 
headshot and Kao Cheki shows them which 
kind of outfit is most suitable to their face. 

Furthermore cscoutjapan reports about a 
cooperation with Nissen, an online clothing 
shop, which offers to young women the service 
to choosing their ideal Christmas date look. 
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Each Day The Suitable AdvertisementEach Day The Suitable Advertisement

Calgoo launched in November a new 
marketing concept to enhance customer 
loyalty: Calgoo In-Calendar Marketing is the 
concept of promoting time-sensitive products 
and services via an electronic calendar. This is 
an entirely new marketing medium and Calgoo
In-Calendar Marketing is the first software and 
services platform that enables other 
businesses to launch their own campaigns in 
this medium.
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Source: http://www.pr.com/press-release/114284
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Audi Calmari Concept CarAudi Calmari Concept Car

The Hungarian design student 
Tibor designed this future car 
for a contest conducted by 
Porsche. Tibor was “inspired 
by the bone of the cuttlefish”.

The Hungarian design student 
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Source: http://www.gizmodo.de/2008/11/10/futurama-audi-fur-sehr-sehr-viel-spater.html
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Man Or Woman – Who Is Writing That Blog ?Man Or Woman – Who Is Writing That Blog ?

Genderanalyzer is a  tool which was 
developed out of curiosity and fun. 
Genderanalyzer determine if a homepage is 
written by a man or woman. 
Enter the address of the web site and you will 
get an estimation if the blog is written by a 
men or a woman. 
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Community For LearnersCommunity For Learners

"Teach the People" is an educational platform 
built on top of Facebook. It gives Facebook
members the opportunities to build study 
groups. Teachers obtains tools to share their 
skills and knowledge in a collaborative 
community setting. 
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Driving With 3D-Panorama ViewDriving With 3D-Panorama View

Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. announced  in 
November the development of a new video-
processing technology that enables a 
complete wraparound view of a vehicle's 
perimeter in real time, to enhance the driver's 
field of view. The new driver assistance 
technology adapts to different driving 
situations, enabling the driver to peripherally 
view the entire surroundings of a vehicle, 
from the point of view and field of view that is 
most appropriate for each driving situation.
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Source: http://www.fujitsu.com/global/news/pr/archives/month/2008/20081117-01.html and in German: 
http://www.pressetext.de/pte.mc?pte=081117022
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Facebook Connect – Data Operation CenterFacebook Connect – Data Operation Center

With Conncect Facebook offers a service 
which connect independent internet 
platforms: Users can connect their Facebook
account with any partner Web site,  without 
the annoying submission of  their personal 
data.
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Source: http://www.handelsblatt.com/unternehmen/it-medien/facebook-will-zentraler-datenverteiler-werden;2101685
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Dessous With GPS-FunctionDessous With GPS-Function

Brazilian lingerie boutique Lindelucy offers 
underwear with GPS tracking device. This 
make it for all Brazilian machos possible to 
monitoring their girl friend. Wired !
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Source: http://www.mynippon.com/video/2008/11/lindelucy-find-me-if-you-can-lingerie.html
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Online Platform And Social Community For AdvertisersOnline Platform And Social Community For Advertisers

xipax is...
... an interactive online platform and a social 
community for advertisers all over the world.
...a platform for international advertisers to 
upload and present their ads to a global 
audience, search for ads and communicate 
and interact with the international advertising 
community.
...a place where creativity transcends 
borders.
...free – like all the best things in life. 

http://www.xipax.com/
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Nielsen Offers Second-by-Second Viewership DataNielsen Offers Second-by-Second Viewership Data

Reuters reports that the Nielsen Company 
has begun offering second-by-second 
viewership data providing insight into how 
many viewers watch each commercial.
The data will help advertisers tell if viewers 
tune out in the middle of their commercial, 
and to decide if their ad is best placed at the 
beginning, middle or end of a commercial 
break. 
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Engagement AdsEngagement Ads

Facebook offers to all marketers  
"Engagement Ads". These are ads, which 
appears direct after logging in and encourage 
user  to  participate.
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Source: http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122637098500816351.html
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Up-Site-Down YogaUp-Site-Down Yoga

AntiGravity Yoga (also known as Yoga with 
Wings) is the latest U.S. Fitness trend during 
which exercisers experiment with the 
sensation of performing yoga, Pilates, 
gymnastics and basic dance postures while 
suspended from the ceiling in a hammock. 
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Source: http://www.guardian.co.uk/lifeandstyle/2008/nov/18/healthandwellbeing-usa
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AG.MA Presents A New Tool For Print ResearchAG.MA Presents A New Tool For Print Research

AG.MA offers  the new appliance 
Mediascanner which shall give in the future 
more precise information about the usage 
behaviour of readers. The Mediascanner
notes, how often (multi contacts), how long 
and when (day and day time) the edition was 
read intensively. 
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